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(a) Default solution control parameters. 
 
 




(c) Default AMG for pressure, x- and y-momentum equations. 
 
 




(e) Default AMG settings for z-momentum and energy equations. 
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/*******************************************************
User-defined function written for FLUENT 6.3.26, parallel
version; it does not work for a serial instance of FLUENT
-Turbulence generator
--it maps velocity components, x, y, and z from a selected
  plane back to the inlet plane, therefore producing
  an infinitelly long pipe
--number of points at the inlet plane must be the same
  as on the mapping, interior plane
--x and y coordinates must match for both planes!
I wrote this code alone only with extremely limited help from 
FLUENT;
according to their website, UDF developers are responsible
for their own UDF codes. I figured out meaning of all
functions by trial-and-error. This version of the code could
possibly be rewritten using User defined memory scalars;
but I originally started using UDF and looked into the 
possibility
of UDMS when it was too late; if you are trying to write
something similar, perhaps I would investigate if UDMS
is much faster/simpler than doing this. Good luck!
********************************************************/
#include "udf.h" /*must be always included*/
#define nmax 7000 /*number of node points per plane; needs
                    to be adjusted accordingly */
/*array to hold x locations of points */
static real xloc[nmax]; 
/*y locations */
static real yloc[nmax]; 
/*z locations - should be constant */
static real zloc[nmax]; 
/*u velocity array, in the x-direction*/
static real velu[nmax]; 
/*v velocity array, in the y-direction*/
static real velv[nmax]; 
/*w velocity array, in the z-direction*/
static real velw[nmax]; 
/*counts number of points on a plane*/
static int count_total; 
/*real error criterion used for real arithmetic*/
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static real er=0.00001; 
/*mass flow in used to scale z-velocity
from experimental data*/
static real massin = 0.00239648; 
/*mass ratio used for scaling*/
static real mr;
/*using adjust function that needs to be used under 
define/user-defined/function hooks/adjust; it grabs the
velocity profile from the interior plane; the first iteration
in FLUENT must be run only with this function hook, not using the
inlet
boundary conditions below! because FLUENT needs defined 
components
of the velocities on the first iteration - and this adjust hook 
grabs those velocities from the first iteration and uses them as 
inlet
velocity boundary conditions for the second FLUENT iteration.
THIS INTERIOR PLANE IS CREATED BY --- FUSING --- TWO PIPE MESHES 
INTO ONE AND
NOT MERGING THE INTERIOR ZONE WITH THE TWO ALREADY EXISTING 
INTERIORS




  /*for anybody except host*/
  #if !RP_HOST
/*    Declare all variables
*/
      /*this id must match boundary condition zone id from 
FLUENT; needs
        to be changed accordingly */
      int zone_id = 17;
      /*number of faces for the interior plane*/
      int n_faces;
      /*counter variables*/
      int iter;
      int i,j;
      int count = 0;
      int count1 = 0;
      int count2 = 0;
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      /*defining two threads; t is the thread for the interior 
zone
        and t1 is the thread for the same zone but instead of 
faces
        it is used for cells; it is necessary to do this because
        faces are not defined for the inlet boundary plane; only 
cells;
        the code could be re-written to use boundary faces but I 
couldn't
        get it to work alone*/
      Thread *t;
      Thread *t1;
      /*face id for the interior plane; and the corresponding 
cell thread */
      face_t f;
      cell_t c1;
      /*3-dimensional array - since using 3ddp FLUENT run (ND_ND 
is automatically
        scaled by FLUENT to be 2 dim array for 2d runs - that 
holds the x, y, and z
        coordinates of the cells and faces on the interior plane 
*/
      real xc[ND_ND];
      real xf[ND_ND];
      /*variable that holds the FLUENT-integrated mass flux at 
the interior plane*/
      real massout = 0.;
      /*1-D arrays to hold x, y, and z velocities, and x, y, and 
z locations
        for those velocities, local to each processor, different 
size per proc*/
      real *xvel_array;
      real *yvel_array;
      real *zvel_array;
      real *xloc_array;
      real *yloc_array;
      real *zloc_array;
/*    Lookup thread that corresponds to the internal zone, 
zone_id
*/    t = Lookup_Thread(d,zone_id);
/*    Count the number of faces that belong to each processor for
the given thread
*/    n_faces = THREAD_N_ELEMENTS_INT(t);
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      xvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
      yvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
      zvel_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
      xloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
      yloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
      zloc_array = (real * )malloc(n_faces*sizeof(real));
/*    Initialize all array elements to zero; these arrays are 
cummulative arrays
      which have a common size on all processors; these arrays 
are the ones
      which are passed from this ADJUST function to the actual
      INLET BOUNDARY CONDITION
*/
      for (iter = 0; iter < nmax; iter++)
      {
  xloc[iter] = 0.;
  yloc[iter] = 0.;
  zloc[iter] = 0.;
  velu[iter] = 0.;
  velv[iter] = 0.;
  velw[iter] = 0.; 
      }
/*    Initializing processors local arrays
*/
      for (iter = 0; iter < n_faces; iter++)
      {
  xvel_array[iter] = 0.;
  yvel_array[iter] = 0.;
   zvel_array[iter] = 0.;  
  xloc_array[iter] = 0.;
  yloc_array[iter] = 0.;
  zloc_array[iter] = 0.; 
      }
/*    If principal processors, iterate over all faces that belong
to the internal zone
      as given by zone_id.
      (Principal processors - one to which these cells/faces 
belong, not the ones
      that are storing the values at these cells/faces just for 
communication, boundary)
*/
      begin_f_loop(f,t)
      if PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(f,t)
      {
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/*       switch from faces to cells, since F_U,F_V,F_W are not 
known for interior
         faces (they are known for boundary faces only); but 
C_U,C_V, and C_W are.
*/
         c1 = F_C1(f,t);
  t1 = THREAD_T1(t);
/*       Store cell and face centroids; need to use both, because
for interior
         plane, only cell centroids are known; for the inlet 
boundary condition,
         since it is a boundary, it only has face values - but 
the face values are the
         same as face values for the inlet plane;
         the major difference comes from storing velocities from 
the mapping plane based on
         cell centers. Even though I'm using cell centered 
velocities, when they are mapped,
         they are mapped based on face locations - however, this 
does not matter, because
         the location of a centroid of a boundary face 
corresponds





/*       Initialize processor local arrays from the domain
 */  
  xloc_array[count] = xf[0];
  yloc_array[count] = xf[1];
  zloc_array[count] = xf[2];
 
  xvel_array[count] = C_U(c1,t1);
  yvel_array[count] = C_V(c1,t1);
  zvel_array[count] = C_W(c1,t1);
/*       integrate over the interior plane (or mapping plane) to 
determine the mass flux
         so the z-velocities can be scaled accordingly
 */  
  massout += F_FLUX(f,t);
/*       counter for error checking, count is different for each 
processor
 */  
  count += 1;
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      }
       end_f_loop(f,t)  
/*
*/
      count_total = PRF_GRSUM1(count);
      node_to_host_int_1(count_total);
      massout = PRF_GRSUM1(massout);
      massout = massout*(-1.);
      mr = massin/massout;
      Message0("massout=%f ratio=%f count=%d count_total=%d 
myid=%d\n",massout,mr,count,count_total,myid);
      #if RP_NODE
  if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
  {
            PRF_CSEND_INT(node_zero, &count, 1, myid);
  }
      #endif
      #if RP_NODE
  if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
  {
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, xvel_array, count, myid);
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, yvel_array, count, myid);
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, zvel_array, count, myid);
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, xloc_array, count, myid);
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, yloc_array, count, myid);
     PRF_CSEND_REAL(node_zero, zloc_array, count, myid);
  }
      #endif
      count2 = 0;
      #if RP_NODE
  if (I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
  {
     compute_node_loop_not_zero(i)
     {
               PRF_CRECV_INT(i, &count, 1, i);
        xvel_array = (real *)realloc(xvel_array, 
count*sizeof(real));
        yvel_array = (real *)realloc(yvel_array, 
count*sizeof(real));
        zvel_array = (real *)realloc(zvel_array, 
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count*sizeof(real));
        xloc_array = (real *)realloc(xloc_array, 
count*sizeof(real));
        yloc_array = (real *)realloc(yloc_array, 
count*sizeof(real));
        zloc_array = (real *)realloc(zloc_array, 
count*sizeof(real));
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, xvel_array, count, i);
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, yvel_array, count, i);
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, zvel_array, count, i);
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, xloc_array, count, i);
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, yloc_array, count, i);
        PRF_CRECV_REAL(i, zloc_array, count, i);
 
        for (j=0; j<count; j++)
        {
           velu[count2] = xvel_array[j];
    velv[count2] = yvel_array[j];
    velw[count2] = zvel_array[j];
    xloc[count2] = xloc_array[j];
    yloc[count2] = yloc_array[j];
    zloc[count2] = zloc_array[j];
    count2 += 1;
        }
 
     }
 
     compute_node_loop_not_zero(i)
     {
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velu, nmax, myid);
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velv, nmax, myid);
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, velw, nmax, myid);
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, xloc, nmax, myid);
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, yloc, nmax, myid);
      PRF_CSEND_REAL(i, zloc, nmax, myid);
     }
  }
      #endif
      #if RP_NODE
  if (! I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P)
  {
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, velu, nmax, node_zero);
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, velv, nmax, node_zero);
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, velw, nmax, node_zero);
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, xloc, nmax, node_zero);
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, yloc, nmax, node_zero);
     PRF_CRECV_REAL(node_zero, zloc, nmax, node_zero);
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  }
      #endif
      free(xvel_array);
      free(yvel_array);
      free(zvel_array);
      free(xloc_array);
      free(yloc_array);
      free(zloc_array);
/*    scale velocities by mass ratio as mass in /mass out;
      mr = massin/massout
*/    for (iter = 0; iter < nmax; iter++)
      {
  velu[iter] = velu[iter];
  velv[iter] = velv[iter];
  velw[iter] = mr*velw[iter]; 





   Thread *t0;
   cell_t c0;
   face_t f;
   int count = 0;
   int count1 = 0;
   int ii;
   int jj;
   real x[ND_ND];
   real current_time;
   real massout;
   real xvelocity;
   current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
   count = 0;
   count1 = 0;
   begin_f_loop(f,t)
   {
      F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
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      for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
      {
         if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
  {
     xvelocity=velu[jj];
     count1 += 1;
  }
      }
      F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = xvelocity;
      count += 1;
   }




   face_t f;
   int count = 0;
   int count1 = 0;
   int ii;
   int jj;
   real x[ND_ND];
   real current_time;
   real massout;
   real yvelocity;
   current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
   count = 0;
   count1 = 0;
   begin_f_loop(f,t)
   {
      F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
      for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
      {
         if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
  {
     yvelocity=velv[jj];
     count1 += 1;
  }
      }
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      F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = yvelocity;
      count += 1;
   }




   face_t f;
   int count = 0;
   int count1 = 0;
   int ii;
   int jj;
   real x[ND_ND];
   real current_time;
   real massout;
   real zvelocity;
   current_time = CURRENT_TIME;
   count = 0;
   count1 = 0;
   begin_f_loop(f,t)
   {
      F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
      for (jj=0; jj<count_total; jj++)
      {
         if (fabs(x[0]-xloc[jj])<er && fabs(x[1]-yloc[jj])<er)
  {
     zvelocity=velw[jj];
     count1 += 1;
  }
      }
      F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = zvelocity;
      count += 1;
/*
      if (count < 25)
      {
         Message("count=%d myid=%d 
zvel=%f\n",count,myid,zvelocity);
      }
*/
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   }




   face_t f;
   real x[ND_ND];
   begin_f_loop(f,thread)
     {
      F_CENTROID(x,f,thread);
      F_PROFILE(f,thread,nv) = 
301.03688+40.3808*exp(x[2]/0.027432)+0.2515023*x[2]/0.027432;
     }




   face_t f;
   real x[ND_ND];
   begin_f_loop(f,thread)
     {
      F_CENTROID(x,f,thread);







     }
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define/u-d/c-f compile "libudf" yes "newudf.c" "" ""
define/u-d/c-f load "libudf"
define/u-d/f-h/adjust "get_vel_prof::libudf" ""
def/b-c/wall wall2 0 n 0 n n y y "udf" "tempprof_618::libudf" n n n












define/b-c/vel-in inlet1 no yes yes yes yes yes "udf" 
"x_vel_prof::libudf" yes yes "udf" "y_vel_prof::libudf" yes yes "udf" 
"z_vel_prof::libudf" no 296.104 yes
solve/d-t-i 999
define/b-c/vel-in inlet1 no yes yes yes no 0 no 0 yes no "plane-z=
0.05m" "z-velocity" no 296.104 yes
def/b-c/wall wall2 0 n 0 n n n 296.104 n n n
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// Gmsh project created on Wed Jul  2 16:56:40 2008
// New way of meshing a pipe.
//Variable Bank
cl=.01;  //This is not important (needed just so Gmsh works)
radius=.013716;  //Radius of the pipe
deltaz=.0025;  //Delta z in axial direction 
axial=0.288036/deltaz;  //Nodes in the axial direction 
radial=48;  //Nodes in the radial direction
circum=130;  //Nodes in the circumferential direction 
alpha=.1;  //constant used in clustering 
gamma=1.8;  //constant used in clustering 
//Computed Variables









//Build one wedge first
Point(1)={0,0,0.219456,cl};  //Center of the pipe
Extrude {radius,0,0} {Point{1}; Layers{nod[],spa[]};}
Extrude {0,radius,0} {Point{1}; Layers{nod[],spa[]};}






Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Line{2}; Layers{circum/4};
  Recombine;}
Extrude {{0,0,1},{0,0,0}, Pi/2} {Line{4}; Layers{circum/4};
  Recombine;}






































!------------------------------ DECLARATION SECTION ------------------------------
integer,parameter :: prec=selected_real_kind(15,307)
integer,parameter :: npts=6017
integer,parameter :: nsf=100 !number of skipped files -> used for better statistics when 
                             !obtaining res, sgs, and vis shears; these use (u-umean) compon
>>ents
     !and since umean after the first file is not necessarily correct,
     !this value allows user to specify to skip first nsf # of files
     !so umean has a better value when ctdtctdtctctctdtdt starst to be processed
>> and therefore
     !(u-umean) quantities have more accurate values themselves
real(kind=prec)   :: Ti=296.104 !inlet temperature
character(len=400):: file1="plane-data-z=0.75m-00" !common start of a file name; set in FLUE
>>NT
integer           :: llc !last line count
integer           :: nr !number of points in the r direction, used for sampling
integer           :: flagnsf=0
real(kind=prec)   :: radius=0.013716_prec !used with nr to calcuate dr for sampling of face 
>>data
real(kind=prec)   :: pi
real(kind=prec)   :: nextmaxr=0._prec
real(kind=prec)   :: rerror = 1.e-5_prec
real(kind=prec)   :: density_inlet=1.09086_prec
real(kind=prec)   :: viscosity_inlet=1.8416e-5_prec
real(kind=prec)   :: mdot=0.002396_prec
real(kind=prec)   :: ubulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)   :: densitybulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)   :: viscositybulk=0._prec
real(kind=prec)   :: uzcenter=0._prec
real(kind=prec)   :: area=0._prec










integer :: flag !used to determine center-line velocity














character(len=8)    :: cstart   !starting time as character variable; works only with six de
>>cimals!!! 





        ! ACCEPTED AND WILL NOT WORK FOR THIS PROGRAM
character(len=8)    :: cend     !ending time as character
character(len=100)  :: cout     !filename with cstart and cend - output-startime-endtime.txt
>> for storing
character(len=100)  :: ctime    !current time as character variable
character(len=100)  :: buffer   !used for getarg, when getting starting/ending times from co
>>mmand line
character(len=200)  :: command  !composing command for removing files
character(len=400)  :: filedir  !local path to a file directory in which flow time data is p
>>resent
character(len=400)  :: file2    !holds ctime variable; could be the same, but ... hm, it isn
>>'t
character(len=400)  :: file3="_tec.dat" !file suffix, since FLUENT outputs all files in tecp
>>lot format
character(len=1600) :: filename !actual filename, containing the local path, starting and en
>>ding times, and 
                                !file prefix and file suffix
!declaring instantaneous quantities read from the file








!declaring working arrays for r, theta, and z
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: rw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: ur=0._prec, urm=0._prec, urw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: ut=0._prec, utm=0._prec, utw=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: uzw=0._prec !uz and uzm declared elsewhere
!DECLARING PRIMES
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: urp=0._prec !ur'
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: utp=0._prec
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: uzp=0._prec





























real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: densitym_p !processed density to find density at
>> the wall
                                                       !to be used to determine utau
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: vislamm_p  !to get y+, need mu at the wall
>>        
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: uzm_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: urm_p







real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: rgradloc !to figure out radial spacing for findi
>>ng out
                                                     !shear using code, not direct values fr
>>om FLUENT
integer :: nzsa  !number of radial points from supplied FLUENT file that contains the follow
>>ing:
                 !z surface area vs. radial coordinate for the outflow plane with FLUENT hea
>>ding
integer :: fezsa=0 !file error holder for checking if fzsa (below) exists
real(kind=prec) :: xzsa, yzsa !dummy arrays to hold x,y values while determining nzsa
real(kind=prec) :: xzsaold !to check for a new value of r wrt to the previous value in the f
>>ile
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: dA !area for determining bulk properties
character(len=100) :: fzsa !filename for zsa data
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: azsa  !array which holds values for the zsa
real(kind=prec),allocatable,dimension(:) :: rzsa !array which holds the radius values
>>      
     
!variables to figure out wall shear using 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order approximations
real(kind=prec) :: r1,r2,r3 !variables that hold distance from the WALL, not each other
real(kind=prec) :: u0,u1,u2,u3 !velocities at the wall, first off the wall, second ...
real(kind=prec) :: c1,c2,c3 !constants for 3rd order approximations
real(kind=prec) :: wallshear=0._prec !computer wall shear
!ADDING QUANTITIES FOR TEMPERATURE PROFILES
!wall quantities
real(kind=prec) :: hf_wall=0._prec   !heat flux at the wall
real(kind=prec) :: cp_wall=0._prec   !cp at the wall
real(kind=prec) :: temperature_wall=0._prec !temp at the wall




real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: hf=0._prec   !heat flux; should have value at the wall,
>> zero
                                                  !everywhere else; just like wall shear
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: cp=0._prec   !specific heat
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: nn=0._prec   !Nusselt number
real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: temperature=0._prec !temperature     
>> 










real(kind=prec),dimension(1:npts) :: temperature_rms=0._prec !temperature rms
!processed quantities
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: hfm_p, cpm_p, nnm_p, temperaturem_p
real(kind=prec),dimension(:),allocatable :: temperature_rms_p
!------------------------------ END OF DECLARATION SECTION ------------------------------






!define number of data entries on the last line for each variable
!(depends on number of points per plane, and is automatically computed from that)
!since outputing data files in tecplot format, which writes 5 columns of data, with
!last line containing whatever is left, max 5
llc=npts-5*int(npts/5)






write(*,*) "**********                      *********"
write(*,*) "**********   STARTING PROGRAM   *********"




write(*,'(a,a)') "PROCESSING FILES IN DIRECTORY: ",trim(filedir)
write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "CURRENT DIRECTORY: "
!display current working directory
call system('pwd')







!display message to user
!write(*,*) " "
!write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "ENTER STARTING TIME, WITH 6 DECIMALS MAX: "
!read(*,*) rstart







write(*,*) "STARTING TIME = ",rstart
write(*,*) "ENDING TIME = ",rend
write(*,*) "SURFACE AREA FILE (values at NODES) = ",fzsa
write(*,*) " "
write(81,*) "STARTING TIME = ",rstart
write(81,*) "ENDING TIME = ",rend
write(81,*) "SURFACE AREA FILE (values at NODES) = ",fzsa
!open zsa file and read in appropriate quantities;
!check if it exists locally
!determine how many different pairs of values of r and area are in the file
!and skip the repeating values of r and area
!
!THIS FILE NEEDS NODE VALUES TO WORK!!!!
!
open(unit=41,file=fzsa,action='read',status='old',iostat=fezsa)
if (fezsa /=0) then
   write(*,*) "zsa file not found locally; will not continue; error"
else
   !initialize variables
   nzsa=0
   xzsaold=0._prec
   !skip the first four lines in Fluent file
   read(41,*)
   read(41,*)
   read(41,*)
   read(41,*)
   
   !start reading points
   do 
      read(41,*,iostat=fezsa) xzsa,yzsa
      if (fezsa /=0) exit
      !different radius condition
      if ( abs(xzsa-xzsaold) > rerror ) then
 nzsa=nzsa+1
 xzsaold=xzsa
!  write(*,*) xzsa,yzsa
      end if
   end do
   
   if (nzsa > 0) then
      write(*,*) "z-s-a file read OK"
      write(81,*) "z-s-a file read OK"
   else
      write(*,*) "!!!!!!!!!! SOMETHING WRONG READING Z-S-A FILE !!!!!!!!!!!"
   end if
   
end if    
write(*,*) "Number of points in the radial z-surface area file = ",nzsa



















   read(41,*,iostat=fezsa) xzsa,yzsa
   if (fezsa /=0) exit
   !different radius condition
   if ( abs(xzsa-xzsaold) > rerror ) then
      xzsaold=xzsa
      rzsa(i)=xzsa
      azsa(i)=yzsa
!      write(*,*) i,rzsa(i),azsa(i)
      i=i+1 !increment counter
   end if
end do
close(unit=41)
!convert starting times from reals to integers; limited to 6 decimal places
!since using 1,000,000 as input number (min dt therefore is 1e-6 seconds)
istart=nint(rstart*1000000._prec)
iend=nint(rend*1000000._prec)
!opening scratch file for data processing
open(unit=99,status='scratch')
write(*,*) " "
write(*,'(a)') "PLEASE BE PATIENT ... PROCESSING FILES"
!opening file that will hold all computed components of radial velocity, ur











  !convert current iteration from the i counter
  !to a time, real, and write that to a scratch file as a real variable
  !and read it back as a character variable for file opening
  rtime=real(i,prec)/1000000._prec
  write(99,'(f8.6)') rtime
  rewind(99)
  read(99,'(a8)') ctime
  rewind(99)
  !set the current iteration (as character) so variable





  !compose a file name, including the directory and base structure
  !and current time
  filename=trim(filedir)//trim(file1)//trim(file2)//trim(file3)
  !open the file and check if it exists, iostat
  open(unit=10,file=filename,action='read',status='old',iostat=error)
  !if file doesn't exist, cycle and increment i (min dt is 1e-6)
  if (error/=0) cycle
  !if file exists, continue
  if (error==0) then
    !let user know that still processing by displaying a dot "."
    !each dot means one file processed
    write(*,'(a)',advance='no') "."
    
    !go count is used locally to display actual time and status of processing
    !after so many files and gives status how far into processing the program is;
    !right now it is set that status is displayed every 10 files
    !and the last file; gocount gets reset inside the if loop
    gocount=gocount+1
    if (mod(gocount,10)==0 .or. i==iend) then
       write(*,'(1x,a,a,f7.2,a)',advance='no') trim(ctime),' - ',&
            &real(i-istart)/real(iend-istart)*100.,' percent done.'
       write(*,'(a)') " "
       gocount=0
    end if
    !starting to read the actual current time step file
    !checking if the file can be read; if yes, continue
    !otherwise exit
    read(10,*,iostat=error)
    if (error /=0) then
    write(*,*) filename
exit
    end if
    
    !skip the first three lines of the file, which contain tecplot header as outputed by FLU
>>ENT
    read(10,*)
    read(10,*)
    read(10,*)
    !resent local counter - counter is used for each variable to keep track how 
    !far along in the file for each variable this program is
    counter=1
    !read in the data for x into an array
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      x(counter)  =x1
      x(counter+1)=x2
      x(counter+2)=x3
      x(counter+3)=x4
      x(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5




    !read in the last line (based on npts and llc) and store into the array
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) x(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) x(npts-1),x(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) x(npts-2),x(npts-1),x(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) x(npts-3),x(npts-2),x(npts-1),x(npts)
    end if
    !skip a line
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in y location array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      y(counter)  =x1
      y(counter+1)=x2
      y(counter+2)=x3
      y(counter+3)=x4
      y(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) y(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) y(npts-1),y(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) y(npts-2),y(npts-1),y(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) y(npts-3),y(npts-2),y(npts-1),y(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in z location array      
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      z(counter)  =x1
      z(counter+1)=x2
      z(counter+2)=x3
      z(counter+3)=x4
      z(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do




       read(10,*) z(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) z(npts-1),z(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) z(npts-2),z(npts-1),z(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) z(npts-3),z(npts-2),z(npts-1),z(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in sgs viscosity and store into an array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      vissgs(counter)  =x1
      vissgs(counter+1)=x2
      vissgs(counter+2)=x3
      vissgs(counter+3)=x4
      vissgs(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) vissgs(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) vissgs(npts-2),vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) vissgs(npts-3),vissgs(npts-2),vissgs(npts-1),vissgs(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in laminar viscosity and store into an array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      vislam(counter)  =x1
      vislam(counter+1)=x2
      vislam(counter+2)=x3
      vislam(counter+3)=x4
      vislam(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) vislam(npts)




       read(10,*) vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) vislam(npts-2),vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) vislam(npts-3),vislam(npts-2),vislam(npts-1),vislam(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in axial (z) velocity and store into an array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      
      uz(counter)  =x1
      uz(counter+1)=x2
      uz(counter+2)=x3
      uz(counter+3)=x4
      uz(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) uz(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) uz(npts-2),uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) uz(npts-3),uz(npts-2),uz(npts-1),uz(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in y velocity (based on cartesian system, not on cylindrica
>>l)
    !and store into an array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      uy(counter)  =x1
      uy(counter+1)=x2
      uy(counter+2)=x3
      uy(counter+3)=x4
      uy(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
      
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) uy(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) uy(npts-1),uy(npts)




       read(10,*) uy(npts-2),uy(npts-1),uy(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) uy(npts-3),uy(npts-2),uy(npts-1),uy(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !reset counter to 1 and read in x velocity (based on cartesian system, not on cylindrica
>>l)
    !and store into an array
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      
      ux(counter)  =x1
      ux(counter+1)=x2
      ux(counter+2)=x3
      ux(counter+3)=x4
      ux(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) ux(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) ux(npts-2),ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) ux(npts-3),ux(npts-2),ux(npts-1),ux(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !read in density
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      density(counter)  =x1
      density(counter+1)=x2
      density(counter+2)=x3
      density(counter+3)=x4
      density(counter+4)=x5
       
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) density(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) density(npts-1),density(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then




    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) density(npts-3),density(npts-2),density(npts-1),density(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !read in the derivative of z velocity with respect to y, duz/dy
    !to find shear components
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      duzdy(counter)  =x1
      duzdy(counter+1)=x2
      duzdy(counter+2)=x3
      duzdy(counter+3)=x4
      duzdy(counter+4)=x5
  
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) duzdy(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) duzdy(npts-2),duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) duzdy(npts-3),duzdy(npts-2),duzdy(npts-1),duzdy(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !read in the derivative of z velocity with respect to x, duz/dx
    !to find shear components
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      duzdx(counter)  =x1
      duzdx(counter+1)=x2
      duzdx(counter+2)=x3
      duzdx(counter+3)=x4
      duzdx(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) duzdx(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) duzdx(npts-2),duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)




       read(10,*) duzdx(npts-3),duzdx(npts-2),duzdx(npts-1),duzdx(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    !read in FLUENT's Tauwall into an array; it is zero everywhere on the plane EXCEPT
    !at the wall (array will therefore contain a lot of zeros and values only here and there
>>)
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
       read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
       tauwall(counter)  =x1
       tauwall(counter+1)=x2
       tauwall(counter+2)=x3
       tauwall(counter+3)=x4
       tauwall(counter+4)=x5
       counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) tauwall(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) tauwall(npts-2),tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) tauwall(npts-3),tauwall(npts-2),tauwall(npts-1),tauwall(npts)
    end if
  end if
    !**************************
    !read in heat flux
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      hf(counter)  =x1
      hf(counter+1)=x2
      hf(counter+2)=x3
      hf(counter+3)=x4
      hf(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) hf(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) hf(npts-1),hf(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) hf(npts-2),hf(npts-1),hf(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then




    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    
    !read in specific heat
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      cp(counter)  =x1
      cp(counter+1)=x2
      cp(counter+2)=x3
      cp(counter+3)=x4
      cp(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) cp(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) cp(npts-2),cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) cp(npts-3),cp(npts-2),cp(npts-1),cp(npts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
    
    !read in Nusselt number
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      nn(counter)  =x1
      nn(counter+1)=x2
      nn(counter+2)=x3
      nn(counter+3)=x4
      nn(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) nn(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) nn(npts-2),nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) nn(npts-3),nn(npts-2),nn(npts-1),nn(npts)
    end if




    !**************************
    
    !read in temperature
    counter=1
    do j=1,(npts-llc)/5
      
      read(10,*) x1,x2,x3,x4,x5
      temperature(counter)  =x1
      temperature(counter+1)=x2
      temperature(counter+2)=x3
      temperature(counter+3)=x4
      temperature(counter+4)=x5
      counter=counter+5
    end do
    if (llc==1) then
       read(10,*) temperature(npts)
    else if (llc==2) then
       read(10,*) temperature(npts-1),temperature(npts)
    else if (llc==3) then
       read(10,*) temperature(npts-2),temperature(npts-1),temperature(npts)
    else if (llc==4) then
       read(10,*) temperature(npts-3),temperature(npts-2),temperature(npts-1),temperature(np
>>ts)
    end if
    read(10,*)
    !**************************
  
  !This is where the hard part starts, hopefully I did not make a mistake
  !convert x and y arrays into an r array since need to get the r components of velocity
  !and convert duz/dy and duz/dx into duz/dr 
  r=sqrt(x**2+y**2)
  
  !Find theta angle from y and x components using atan2 (-pi to pi) - covers 360 degrees
  theta=atan2(y,x)
  !local variable to step through all lines of each array to find ur and duz/dr
  !and CONVERTING ALL X AND Y COMPONENTS INTO A COMMON FIST QUADRANT SIGN
  !(therefore assuming that we have 4 times first quadrants rather than 
  !considerting each quadrant separately)
  do k=1,npts
    ! first quadrant; do nothing to all components
    ! everything stays the same, leave theat alone as well
    !
    !      | x
    !   -------
    !      |
    !
    if (theta(k)>=0._prec .and. theta(k)<=pi/2._prec) then
       
       ux(k)=ux(k)
       uy(k)=uy(k)
       duzdx(k)=duzdx(k)




       theta(k)=theta(k)
    ! second quadrant; y has correct sign; change sign on x to convert
    ! all x and y components to a first quadrant signs; adjust theat
    !
    !    x | 
    !   -------
    !      |
    !
    else if (theta(k)>pi/2._prec .and. theta(k)<=pi) then
       ux(k)=(-1._prec)*ux(k)
       uy(k)=uy(k)
       duzdx(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdx(k)
       duzdy(k)=duzdy(k)
       theta(k)=pi-theta(k)
    ! fourth quadrant; x stays the same, y changes magnitude, and adjust theta
    !
    !      | 
    !   -------
    !      | x
    !
    else if (theta(k)<=0._prec .and. theta(k)>(-1._prec)*pi/2._prec) then
       ux(k)=ux(k)
       uy(k)=(-1._prec)*uy(k)
       duzdx(k)=duzdx(k)
       duzdy(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdy(k)
       theta(k)=abs(theta(k))
    ! third quadrant; change both x and y signs and adjust theta accordingly
    !
    !      |  
    !   -------
    !    x |
    !
    else
       ux(k)=(-1._prec)*ux(k)
       uy(k)=(-1._prec)*uy(k)
       duzdx(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdx(k)
       duzdy(k)=(-1._prec)*duzdy(k)
       theta(k)=pi-abs(theta(k))
    end if
  end do
  !now find a new angle phi, which is a LOCAL ANGLE between x and y components of velocity
  !therefore, based on velocity components, find the resulting velocity vector and its LOCAL
>> angle
  !theta is a angle for x and y locations on a circle
  phi=atan2(uy,ux)
  !go trough the entire array for x and y velocity and find radial velocity based
  !on theta and phi angles and apply correct sign to each ur velocity based on the angles




     if (phi(k)>=0._prec) then
        if (theta(k)>=phi(k)) then
           ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)-phi(k))
        else if (theta(k)<phi(k) .and. phi(k)<=theta(k)+pi/2._prec) then
           ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(phi(k)-theta(k))
        else
           ur(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(phi(k)-theta(k)))
        end if
     else
        if (theta(k)+abs(phi(k))<=pi/2._prec) then
           ur(k)=sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)+abs(phi(k)))
        else
           ur(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(theta(k)+abs(phi(k))))
        end if
     end if
  end do
  
  !now find ut based on ur and u magnitude (from ux and uy) and adjust sign
  !theta array is now between 0 and pi/2, but phi array is between -pi to pi
  do k=1,npts
  
     if ( (phi(k)>=0._prec .and. phi(k)>=theta(k)) .or. (phi(k)<theta(k)-pi) ) then
     
        ut(k)=sqrt(sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)**2-ur(k)**2)
     else
     
        ut(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(sqrt(ux(k)**2+uy(k)**2)**2-ur(k)**2)
     end if
  
  end do
  
  !phi is now LOCAL angle between duz/dy and duz/dx to find magnitude and direction of duz/d
>>r
  phi=atan2(duzdy,duzdx)
  do k=1,npts
     if (phi(k)>=0._prec) then
        if (theta(k)>=phi(k)) then
           duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)-phi(k))




           duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(phi(k)-theta(k))
        else
           duzdr(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(phi(k)-theta(k)))
        end if
     else
        if (theta(k)+abs(phi(k))<=pi/2._prec) then
           duzdr(k)=sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(theta(k)+abs(phi(k)))
        else
           duzdr(k)=(-1._prec)*sqrt(duzdx(k)**2+duzdy(k)**2)*cos(pi-(theta(k)+abs(phi(k))))
        end if
     end if
  end do




  !find all non-negative shear values and count them (values bigger than rerror, 1.e-5)
  do k=1,npts
     if (abs(tauwall(k)) > rerror) then
        tauwallavg=tauwallavg+abs(tauwall(k))
        count_wall_samples=count_wall_samples+1
     end if
  end do
!write(*,*) "count samples = ",count_wall_samples
  !if no non-negative shear values were found, display error message because that would mean
>> that
  !there is no shear in the file output by FLUENT and something is wrong - usually, not a co
>>rrect
  !number of values for processing is specified (npts)
  if (count_wall_samples==0) then
     write(*,*) "ZERO TAU WALL POINTS - ERROR!!!"
     exit
     
  !otherwise, find the average value for shear from FLUENT for one specific file in time 
  else
     tauwallavg=tauwallavg/real(count_wall_samples,prec)
     !display error if shear is too low
     if (tauwallavg < rerror*10._prec) then
        write(*,*) "ABNORMALLY LOW TAU WALL - ERROR!!!"
     end if
  end if
  !check tauwallavg computed for each time step
  !write(*,*) "tau wall avg=", tauwallavg
  
  !increment counter for number of files processed;





  !find mean arrays for all velocity components based on number of files processed
















  !apply nsf only to taures component; when nfiles > nsf, urm and uzm have accumulated some 
>>values
  !and are closer to the mean than if started processing with the first file
  if (nfiles > nsf) then
     taures=(taures*real(nfiles-nsf-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*density*(ur-urm)*(uz-uzm))/real(nfile
>>s-nsf,prec)
     flagnsf=1 !checking that the post processing went through this if statement
  end if
  
  !using ur and duz/dr find resolved, viscous (laminar), and sgs shear stress  
  tauvis=(tauvis*real(nfiles-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*(vislam*duzdr))/real(nfiles,prec)
  tausgs=(tausgs*real(nfiles-1,prec)+(-1._prec)*(vissgs*duzdr))/real(nfiles,prec)




  !nfs doesn't apply to these, since these are written out and postprocessed later
  !
  !write ur to the file for further processing 
  !to find ur'^2 to see if it has the correct near wall behavior
  !- this file
  !will hold all data for all planes processed
  !(huge size)
  !set new arrays as not to use original arrays; w signifies a new ur file
  !
  !arrange ut as well and use utw array for that and uz into uzw array
  !
  rw=r





  !first,order points based on radius; need to order both radius
  !and the radial and theta velocity arrays
  !need to store these values, because when finding out ur' and ut'
  !values, we have to first process all ur and ut velocities to find means,
  !and only then we can output prime values; don't have to do this for x and y velocity
  !components since they are not needed in post-processing;
  do k=1,npts-1




   
    do j=k,npts
      if(rw(j)<rw(iptr)) then
         iptr=j
      end if
    end do
   
    if (k/=iptr) then
      temp=rw(k)
      rw(k)=rw(iptr)
      rw(iptr)=temp
 
      temp=urw(k)
      urw(k)=urw(iptr)
      urw(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=utw(k)
      utw(k)=utw(iptr)
      utw(iptr)=temp          
      
      temp=uzw(k)
      uzw(k)=uzw(iptr)
      uzw(iptr)=temp  
      temp=temperaturew(k)
      temperaturew(k)=temperaturew(iptr)
      temperaturew(iptr)=temp
      
    end if
  end do
  !now, write out the r data to file, unit=83
  do k=1,npts
    write(83,*) rw(k),urw(k)
  end do
  write(83,*) " "
  
  !write theta file, unit=84
  do k=1,npts
    write(84,*) rw(k),utw(k)
  end do
  write(84,*) " "
  
  !write z file, unit=85
  do k=1,npts
    write(85,*) rw(k),uzw(k)
  end do
  write(85,*) " "
  
  !write temperature file, unit=86
  do k=1,npts
    write(86,*) rw(k),temperaturew(k)
  end do
  write(86,*) " "










!check if flagnfs was set to 1; otherwise, taures component has not been computed; terminate
if (flagnsf /= 1) then
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) " TAU RES HAS NOT BEEN PROCESSED; CODE WILL DO WHATEVER; DO NOT TRUST RESULTS!"
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) "!*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***! !*** ERROR ***
>>! "
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) " "
  write(*,*) " "
end if
!now, finalizing the processing by finding out the final values for all pertinent quantities




!writing shear to the screen as well as number of processed files
write(*,*) " "
!write(*,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(*,*) "number of files processed = ",nfiles
write(81,*) "number of files processed = ",nfiles
!********** ORDERING PERTINENT ARRAYS **********
!Order r and all other needed quantities based on r
!array dummie holds the order of r in ascending order
!i.e. dummie(1)=minloc(r) and dummie(npts)=maxloc(r)
do i=1,npts-1
   iptr=i
   
   do j=i,npts
      if(r(j)<r(iptr)) then
         iptr=j
      end if
   end do
   
   if (i/=iptr) then
   
      temp=r(i)
      r(i)=r(iptr)
      r(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=vislamm(i)
      vislamm(i)=vislamm(iptr)
      vislamm(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=vissgsm(i)
      vissgsm(i)=vissgsm(iptr)




      
      temp=uzm(i)
      uzm(i)=uzm(iptr)
      uzm(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=uym(i)
      uym(i)=uym(iptr)
      uym(iptr)=temp      
      
      temp=uxm(i)
      uxm(i)=uxm(iptr)
      uxm(iptr)=temp 
      temp=urm(i)
      urm(i)=urm(iptr)
      urm(iptr)=temp 
      temp=utm(i)
      utm(i)=utm(iptr)
      utm(iptr)=temp 
      temp=taures(i)
      taures(i)=taures(iptr)
      taures(iptr)=temp 
      
      temp=tauvis(i)
      tauvis(i)=tauvis(iptr)
      tauvis(iptr)=temp 
      
      temp=tausgs(i)
      tausgs(i)=tausgs(iptr)
      tausgs(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=hfm(i)
      hfm(i)=hfm(iptr)
      hfm(iptr)=temp
      temp=cpm(i)
      cpm(i)=cpm(iptr)
      cpm(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=nnm(i)
      nnm(i)=nnm(iptr)
      nnm(iptr)=temp
      
      temp=temperaturem(i)
      temperaturem(i)=temperaturem(iptr)
      temperaturem(iptr)=temp
      
   end if
   
end do
!!********** FINDING NUMBER OF CONCRETE DIFFERENT RADIAL POINTS **********
!find nextmaxr which is used to find the smallest dr, below
!assuming, it cannot be smaller that 1.e-5 (=rerror) and number
!of radial points based on r and dr.
!i.e. the smallest nextmaxr occurs at the wall, which is basically 2*yp
!therefore, there is no smaller dr in the file and will use this dr




  if (nextmaxr>r(i)+rerror) then




     exit main
  end if
end do main
!find the smallest dr (cannot be smaller than 1.e-5 - dictated by rerror)
dr=r(npts)-nextmaxr
write(*,*) "smallest dr based on yp = ",dr
write(*,*) "r/dr =",radius/dr
nr=int(radius/dr)
write(*,*) "nr based on yp = ",nr
!allocate arrays for velocity gradient and viscosity gradient





!********** GETTING QUANTITIES TO CALCULATE SHEAR INSIDE CODE **********




  !now include all components based on the dr width
  do j=1,npts
      
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+uzm(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  !only write if non-zero; we care about the near wall components only anyway
  if (count_samples/=0) velgrad(i)=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
  if (count_samples/=0) rgradloc(i)=real(i,prec)*dr+0.5_prec*dr !place the location in
                                                                !the middle of the dr range
end do




  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+abs(vislamm(j))+abs(vissgsm(j))
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  
  !need only near wall component, mostly coming from vislam, since
  !turbulent vis sgs does not have much weight near the wall nor res
  if (count_samples/=0) mugrad(i)=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
end do
!********** OUTPUTING RESOLVED SHEAR **********
!shear has already been non-dimensionalized by tau wall from FLUENT




!and scaled according to tau wall calculated from FLUENT;
!firt though, number of points in each array (taures,tauvis,tausgs) are
!reduced from 1 to npts to 1 to dr, since a lot of values for r are repeated





  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then  !<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< AD
>>DED = SIGN IN <= FOR ALL RES,SGS,VIS SHEARS
      avg=avg+abs(taures(j))
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
  end if  
end do
write(13,*) " "




  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+tauvis(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
  end if 
end do
write(13,*) " "




  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+tausgs(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1





  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
  end if 
end do
write(13,*) " "
!********** WRITING OUT COMBINED STRESS **********




  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<=(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+abs(taures(j))+abs(tauvis(j))+abs(tausgs(j))
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(13,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,avg/real(count_samples,prec)
  end if 
end do
close(unit=13) !closing file
!********** DEFINE U-BULK **********
area=pi*radius**2
ubulk=0._prec




!populate array dA according to the radius
i=1
j=1
k=1 !local test count
do j=1,npts
  if (r(j)<=rzsa(i)+rerror) then
    dA(j)=azsa(i)
    k=k+1
  else
    i=i+1
    dA(j)=azsa(i)
    k=1
  end if
!  write(*,'(i3,x,i5,x,4(ES13.6,2x),x,i3)') i,j,rzsa(i),r(j),azsa(i),dA(j),k
end do
write(*,*)
write(*,*) "actual area, pi*r^2 = ",area
write(*,*) "computed area from dA = ",sum(dA)
write(*,*) "percent difference = ",(area-sum(dA))/area*100._prec
write(81,*) "actual area, pi*r^2 = ",area




write(81,*) "percent difference = ",(area-sum(dA))/area*100._prec








write(*,*) "BULK PROPERTIES: "
write(*,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk
write(*,*) "average density = ",sum(densitym)/real(npts,prec)
!write(*,*) "viscosity bulk = ",viscositybulk
!write(*,*) "average viscosity, lam+sgs = ",sum(vislamm+vissgsm)/real(npts,prec)
write(*,*) "ubulk = ", ubulk
write(*,*) "uz average = ", sum(uzm)/real(npts,prec)
write(*,*) "temperature bulk = ",temperaturebulk
write(81,*) "BULK PROPERTIES: "
write(81,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk
write(81,*) "average density = ",sum(densitym)/real(npts,prec)
!write(81*,*) "viscosity bulk = ",viscositybulk
!write(81,*) "average viscosity, lam and sgs = ",sum(vislamm+vissgsm)/real(npts,prec)
write(81,*) "ubulk = ", ubulk
write(81,*) "uz average = ", sum(uzm)/real(npts,prec)
write(81,*) "temperature bulk = ",temperaturebulk





  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+uzm(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  !for small radius, find mean of uz centerline
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    uzcenter=avg/real(count_samples,prec)
    flag=1
  end if 
  
  !exit right after processing only the center components, for which r is the smallest
  if (flag/=0) exit
end do
!write result to the screen
write(*,*) "centerline uz velocity = ", uzcenter
write(81,*) "centerline uz velocity = ", uzcenter
write(*,*) " "












  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+urm(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
    write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
    write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
    write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
  end if 
end do
write(71,*) "1 0 "
write(72,*) "1 0 "
write(73,*) "1 0 "





!********** OUTPUTING THETA VELOCITIES **********




  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+utm(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
    write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
    write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
    write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
  end if 
end do
write(71,*) "1 0 "
write(72,*) "1 0 "
write(73,*) "1 0 "













  do j=1,npts
  
    if (r(j)<(real(i,prec)*dr) .and. r(j)>=(real(i-1,prec)*dr)) then
      avg=avg+uzm(j)
      count_samples=count_samples+1
    end if
  
  end do
  if (count_samples /= 0) then
    write(71,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))
    write(72,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/uzcenter
    write(73,*) dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
    write(74,*) 1._prec-dr*real(i-1,prec)/radius,(avg/real(count_samples,prec))/ubulk
  end if 
end do
!writing values at the wall which are not outputted by the algorithm
write(71,*) "1 0 "
write(72,*) "1 0 "
write(73,*) "1 0 "





write(71,*) "dimensional velocity, in m/s"
write(72,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz center line velocity"
write(72,*) "uz centerline = ",uzcenter
write(73,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz bulk velocity"
write(73,*) "uz centerline = ",ubulk
write(74,*) "non-dimensionalized by uz bulk velocity"





!********** PROCESSING PRIMES **********
!rewinding file 83,84,85 which contains arranged r,theta,z velocities for all planes read-in
!by this program; this is going to take a while to process; give notice to user
write(*,*) " "
write(*,'(A)') "Starting to process primes ... please be patient"














!now start reading all instant values of ur and ut and uz for all files
do i=1,nfiles
  






  !populate all arrays from 1 to npts
  do j=1,npts
    read(83,*) rw(j),urw(j)
    read(84,*) rw(j),utw(j)
    read(85,*) rw(j),uzw(j)
    read(86,*) rw(j),temperaturew(j)
  end do
  
  if (mod(i,50)==0) then
     write(*,'(F6.1,A)') real(i,prec)/real(nfiles,prec)*100._prec," % done"
  end if
  




  !calculate actual primes for all r, t, and z velocities and add them all up into one array

































!********** FINDING NUMBER OF RADIAL POINTS; FOUND EARLIER ALSO; DOESN'T MATTER that much **
>>********
!count all different r values and create array based on how many r points there are in the m
>>esh
counter=1 !to account for zero radius, the center
do i=2,npts
   if ( rw(i) > rw(i-1)+rerror) then
  counter=counter+1
   end if
end do
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "counter (number of radial points) =",counter
write(81,*) "counter (number of radial points) =",counter
!*******************************************************************************************
>>************




!allocate arrays for ur'^2 to test near wall behavior
!rp2 is only used since it hold one value of r for each




























































!reinitialize counters and start populating arrays using second value




  if ( rw(i) > rw(i-1)+rerror) then
  
    if (counter2>0) then
      
      urp_p(counter)=urp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      utp_p(counter)=utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      uzp_p(counter)=uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
          
      urp2_p(counter)=urp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      utp2_p(counter)=utp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      uzp2_p(counter)=uzp2_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      urp_utp_p(counter)=urp_utp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      utp_uzp_p(counter)=utp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      urp_uzp_p(counter)=urp_uzp_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      densitym_p(counter)=densitym_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      vislamm_p(counter)=vislamm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      urp_rms_p(counter)=urp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      utp_rms_p(counter)=utp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      uzp_rms_p(counter)=uzp_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      urm_p(counter)=urm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      utm_p(counter)=utm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      uzm_p(counter)=uzm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      hfm_p(counter)=hfm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      cpm_p(counter)=cpm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      nnm_p(counter)=nnm_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)




      temperature_rms_p(counter)=temperature_rms_p(counter)/real(counter2,prec)
      
      !reset counter which counts number of values in i for which
      !radius is the same
      counter2=0
    
    end if
   
    !count how many components are in this specific range
    counter=counter+1
  
  end if
  !sum all variables in i for which r is the same (in the same specific range -




























































!********** COMPUTE UTAU, YPLUS, DENSITY AND VISCOSITY AT THE WALL **********






write(*,*) "Utau based on FLUENT shear =  ",utau
write(*,*) "Density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(*,*) "Density at the center = ",density(1)
write(*,*) "Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
write(*,*) "yp = ", yp
write(*,*) " "
write(81,*) "Utau based on FLUENT shear =  ",utau
write(81,*) "Density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(81,*) "Density at the center = ",density(1)
write(81,*) "Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
write(81,*) "yp = ", yp






!write result from fluent
write(*,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(81,*) "TAUWALL FROM FLUENT = ",tauwallfinal
write(*,*)
write(*,*) "wall shear 1 from code =",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(81,*) "wall shear 1 from code =",wallshear
write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "







write(*,*) "wall shear 2 from code = ",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec




write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "













write(*,*) "wall shear 3 from code = ",wallshear
write(*,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(81,*) "wall shear 3 from code = ",wallshear
write(81,*) "percent error from fluent = ",(tauwallfinal-wallshear)/wallshear*100._prec
write(*,*) " "






write(*,*) " " 
write(*,*) "hf at the wall = ",hf_wall
write(*,*) "cp at the wall = ",cp_wall
write(*,*) "Nusselt number at the wall = ",nn_wall
write(*,*) "Temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall
write(*,*) "Temp tau at the wall = ",ttau
write(81,*) "hf at the wall = ",hf_wall
write(81,*) "cp at the wall = ",cp_wall
write(81,*) "Nusselt number at the wall = ",nn_wall
write(81,*) "Temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall
write(81,*) "Temp tau at the wall = ",ttau
!********** WRITE OUT ALL UPRIME QUANTITIES **********
open(unit=17,file='test-up.txt')
do i=1,counter








  write(17,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,uzp_p(i)/utau
end do
write(17,*) " "
write(17,*) "non-dimensionalized by utau"





!********** WRITE OUT ALL UPRIME*UPRIME QUANTITIES **********
!write ur'^2 into a file, where first value in the array (urp2(1) is at the center)
!is now written at r=0.013716, and the wall value is now written for r=0; therefore 
!can use equation fitting to determine the behaviour near the wall; mantains proper spacing
open(unit=16,file='test-upup.txt')
do i=1,counter
























  write(16,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,0.5_prec*(urp2_p(i)+utp2_p(i)+uzp2_p(i))/utau**2
end do
write(16,*) " "
write(16,*) "non-dimensionalized by utau^2"
write(16,*) "u tau = ", utau
close(16) !close file
!********** WRITE OUT DENSITY AND VISCOSITY QUANTITIES **********
open(unit=18,file='test-prop.txt')
do i=1,counter




!  write(18,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,vislamm_p(i)/viscositybulk
end do
write(18,*) " "
write(18,*) "density non-dimensionalized by bulk density"
!write(18,*) "viscosity non-dimensionalized by inlet viscosity"
write(18,*) "density bulk = ",densitybulk





!********** WRITE OUT PRIME VELOCITY RMS VALUES **********
open(unit=20,file='test-up-rms.txt')
do i=1,counter








  write(20,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,uzp_rms_p(i)/utau
end do
write(20,*) " "
write(20,*) "non-dimensionalized by u tau"
write(20,*) "u tau = ", utau
close(20)




  write(21,*) (radius-r_p(i))*utau*density_wall/mu_wall,uzm_p(i)/utau
end do
write(21,*) " "
write(21,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(21,*) "Utau =  ",utau
write(21,*) "Density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(21,*) "Density at the center = ",density(1)
write(21,*) "Viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall




write(*,*) "Uc/Utau = ",uzcenter/utau
write(*,*) "Ub/Utau = ",ubulk/utau
write(*,*) "Uc/Ub   = ",uzcenter/ubulk
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) " "
write(81,*) "Uc/Utau = ",uzcenter/utau
write(81,*) "Ub/Utau = ",ubulk/utau
write(81,*) "Uc/Ub   = ",uzcenter/ubulk
!********** WRITE OUT ALL TEMPERATURE PLOTS **********
open(unit=66,file='test-TTi-vs-yR.txt')
do i=1,counter
  write(66,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,temperaturem_p(i)/Ti
end do
write(66,*) " "
write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"











write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(66,*) "Utau = ",utau
write(66,*) "density at the wall = ",density_wall
write(66,*) "viscosity at the wall = ",mu_wall
write(66,*) "temperature at the wall = ",temperature_wall




   write(66,*) (r_p(counter)-r_p(i))/radius,temperature_rms_p(i)/ttau
end do
write(66,*) " "
write(66,*) "non-dimensionalized by the following:"
write(66,*) "Temperature tau, Ttau = ",ttau
close(unit=66)
!********** DONE OUTPUTTING QUANTITIES **********
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "STARTING TIME = ",rstart
write(*,*) "ENDING TIME = ",rend
write(*,*) " "











!only rename files if nfiles > nfs and taures has been written; otherwise,
!only delete files, below this if loop
if (flag == 1) then
  write(*,*) "COPYING OUTPUT FILES TO ADD STARTING AND ENDING TIME:"
  cout='shear-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v output.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='U-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-U-vs-rR.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  
  cout='UUc-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-UUc-vs-rR.txt '//cout
  call system(command)  
  cout='UUb-vs-rR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-UUb-vs-rR.txt '//cout
  call system(command) 
  cout='UUb-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-UUb-vs-yR.txt '//cout





  command='cp -v test-up.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='upup-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-upup.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='up-rms-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-up-rms.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='rho-vis-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-prop.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='uplus-yplus-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v uplus-yplus.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  
  cout='summary-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v summary.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  cout='TTi-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-TTi-vs-yR.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  
  cout='Tplus-yplus-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-Tplus-yplus.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
  
  cout='Trms-vs-yR-'//cstart//'-'//cend//'.txt'
  command='cp -v test-Trms-vs-yR.txt '//cout
  call system(command)
end if
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "REMOVING REDUNDANT OUTPUT FILES:"
call system('rm -v output.txt')
call system('rm -v test-U-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUc-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUb-vs-rR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-UUb-vs-yR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-up.txt')
call system('rm -v test-upup.txt')
call system('rm -v test-up-rms.txt')
call system('rm -v test-prop.txt')
call system('rm -v uplus-yplus.txt')
call system('rm -v test-ur-all.txt')   !unit 83 opened before processing files
call system('rm -v test-ut-all.txt')   !unit 84
call system('rm -v test-uz-all.txt')   !unit 85; very large files
call system('rm -v test-temp-all.txt') !unit 86
call system('rm -v test-TTi-vs-yR.txt')
call system('rm -v test-Tplus-yplus.txt')
call system('rm -v test-Trms-vs-yR.txt')




write(*,*) "**********                      *********"
write(*,*) "**********   END  OF  PROGRAM   *********"
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C:\Users\Michal\Documents\Research\Pipe\ClusterFiles\Codes\test-dft\dft-new.f90






INTEGER,PARAMETER :: sp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(6,37)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: dp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15,307)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: prec = dp
!time between two consecutive sample points
REAL(KIND=prec),PARAMETER :: dt=0.000005_prec
!filter size is basically the filter width, or cell size,
!in the sample direction (in this case, however, the filter
!size is the time step, dt=5.e-6)
REAL(KIND=prec),PARAMETER :: filter_size = 0.000005_prec
CONTAINS
  SUBROUTINE dft(fin,npts,fout,normfout)
  IMPLICIT NONE
  !  This subroutines computes Discrete Fourier Transform
  !  of a signal, with no restriction on npts; however, the
  !  signal must be of real data type and since this routine
  !  does not use any Fast Fourier Transform techniques
  !  it can be slow for large npts
  !
  !  Fourier transform is defined as:
  !
  !         N-1
  !         ---
  !         \                  __
  !    F  =     f  exp ( - 2 * || * i * k * n / N )
  !     k   /    n
  !         ---
  !         n=0
  !
  !
  !  where k = 0, 1, 2 ... N-1, N is the total number of points, 
  !  f is the original signal, and F is the signal in Forier
  !  space
  !
  !
  !  This subroutine uses the following formula for calculating
  !  the fourier transform of signal f (based on Euler formula):
  !
  !
  !         N-1
  !         ---
  !         \             __                 __
  !    F  =     f (cos(-2*||*k*n/N)-i*sin(-2*||*k*n/N))
  !     k   /    n
  !         ---








  !SUBROUTINE VARIABLES:
  !---------------------
  !npts       number of points in the signal (input,N)
  !fin        signal input, real (input,fn)
  !fout       signal if fourier space, complex (output,Fk)
  !           fout(0) will hold the amplitude of the signal
  !           and should not be plotted
  !normfout   product of fout and its complex conjugate
  !           divided by variance
  !           same for norm(0) as for fout(0)
  INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: npts
  REAL(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1),INTENT(IN) :: fin
  COMPLEX(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1),INTENT(OUT) :: fout
  REAL(KIND=prec),DIMENSION(0:npts-1), INTENT(OUT) :: normfout
  !INTERNAL SUBROUTINE VARIABLES:
  !------------------------------
  INTEGER :: n,k !do loop indices ranging from 1 to npts
  REAL(KIND=prec) :: a,b  !partial number that will be assembled to form a 
 !complex number, with a being the real part, b the 
 !imaginary
  REAL(KIND=prec) :: pi     !pi
  REAL(KIND=prec) :: z      !product of 2*pi/N to decrease computations
  REAL(KIND=prec) :: L      !=N*dt, where N is number of samples, npts,
                 !and dt is elapsed time b/w two consecutive 
 !samples, 0.0001sec
 !a.k.a. Length of the time domain 
  !Initializing variables
  pi = 4._prec*atan(1._prec)
  z = 2._prec*pi/REAL(npts,KIND=prec)
  L = REAL(npts,prec)*dt
  fout = (0._prec,0._prec)
  WRITE(*,*) " "
  WRITE(*,*) "Starting DFT routine"
  !Starting to compute dft
  !k do loop can be parallelized for increased performance
  !n do loop cannot
  DO k = 0, npts-1
    !Re-initializing a and b since they are used to hold sums
    a = 0.0_prec
    b = 0.0_prec
    DO n = 0, npts-1
        !Computing the real part of Fourier transform
a = a + fin(n)*cos(z*REAL(k,KIND=prec)*REAL(n,KIND=prec))
!Computing the imaginary part




    END DO
    !Converting a and b into a complex number
    fout(k) = CMPLX(a,b,KIND=prec)
  END DO
  !Need to determine std. dev. to find variance of the signal, sv
  !sv = sqrt(REAL(npts,prec)*sum(fin(:)**2)-(sum(fin(:))**2)/ &
  ! & (REAL(npts,prec)*REAL(npts-1,prec)))
  !Calculating 2/L*(fout)*conjugate(fout) according
  !to Unger's dissertation
  !Keeping only real portion of the resulting number
  !since by definition for two complex numbers
  !e.g. c1=a1+i*bi, c2=a2+i*b2
  !c1*c2 = (a1*a2-b1*b2)+i*(a1*b2+b1*a2)
  !and the imaginary part for a complex number
  !multiplied by its conjubate is i*0.
  normfout(:) = 2._prec/L*REAL(fout(:)*CONJG(fout(:)),prec)
  WRITE(*,*) "End of DFT routine"
  WRITE(*,*) " "

















!WRITE(*,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "Enter filename: "
!READ(*,'(A)') filename
!WRITE(*,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "Use windowing? 1-Yes, 2-No: "
!READ(*,*) window














    READ(10,*,IOSTAT=STATUS) x,y
 IF (STATUS /=0) EXIT
 WRITE(73,*) x,y
 npts=npts+1





  WRITE(*,*) "npts=",npts
  !Adjust npts so even
  IF (MOD(npts,2)==0) THEN
     npts=npts
  ELSE
     npts=npts-1
  END IF
  WRITE(*,*) "new npts=",npts
  WRITE(*,*) "Generating signal input for dft subroutine"
  ALLOCATE(signalin(0:npts-1),signalout(0:npts-1),normsignalout(0:npts-1))
  L = REAL(npts,prec)*dt
  DO i = 0,npts-1
    READ(10,*) x,y
 IF (window==1) THEN
       !using gaussian windowing




   signalin(i)=y
   WRITE(73,*) x,signalin(i)
 END IF
  END DO
  CLOSE(UNIT=10)
  CLOSE(UNIT=73)
  !Find rms
  urms=sqrt(sum(signalin(:)**2)/real(npts,prec))
  WRITE(*,*) "urms = ",urms
  IF (test==2) THEN
  CALL dft(signalin(0:npts-1),npts,signalout(0:npts-1),normsignalout(0:npts-1))






  !Only outputing half of the numbers since the output from DFT
  !is by definition symmetric
  !As x-axis, k=2*pi*(k/L), where k=0,1,...N/2
  DO i = 1,npts/2
    WRITE(11,*) 2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L, normsignalout(i)*d/(urms**2)
  END DO
  WRITE(11,*)
  avg = sum(normsignalout(1:npts/1000))/REAL(npts/1000-1,prec)
  WRITE(*,*) "average = ",avg
  DO i = 1,npts/2
    WRITE(11,*) 2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L, (avg*3._prec)*d*(2._prec*pi*REAL(i,prec)/L)**(-5.
>>_prec/3._prec)
  END DO
  CLOSE(UNIT=11)
  kc = pi/filter_size
  WRITE(*,*) "Output file written"
  WRITE(*,*) " "
  WRITE(*,*) "Critical frequency, kc = ",kc
  WRITE(*,*) " "
ELSE
  WRITE(*,*) "Error opening file!"
END IF
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